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Abstract 

In this paper a yield model for single chip VLSI processors with two level on-chip 
caches is derived. Using this model and trace tiven simulations the distribution of the 
faulty cache blocks into the first and second level caches can be determined so as to 
achieve a significant yield enhancement with the min imum performance degradation. 

I _ Introduction 

The area devoted to on-chip caches in the modern processors is already a large fraction of the chip 
area and is expected to be larger in the near future. The cache arrays are fabricated with the tightest 
feature and scaling rules available in a given technology which means that caches are more susceptible 
to faults [ 1, 21. From the above we conclude that a substantial portion of the manufacturing defects will 
occur in the cache memory of a VLSI processor chip. If cache defects can be tolerated without a 
substantial performance loss, then the yield of VLSI processors with on-chip cache can be enhanced 
considerably. The performance degradation due to the disabling of the fault cache blocks of single chip 
VLSI processors with one level on-chip cache, as well as methods to reduce the performance 
degradation were considered in [3-71. However, none of them has considered how the yield increases 
with respect to the number of the acceptable defective cache blocks. 

Computer designers face the problem of building a cache that has both a low miss rate and a short 
access time. A  solution is to provide more than one level of cache memory [9, lo]. In a two-level cache 
hierarchy, the level one cache is made small and fast to match the CPU speed and the level two cache is 
made larger, and thus slower, to keep the overall cache miss rate low. In this work single chip VLSI 
processors with two level on-chip caches are considered. The aim of this work is twofold. First aim is to 
investigate how the yield enhancement of VLSI processors with on-chip CPU cache relates with the 
number of acceptable faulty cache blocks, the distribution of the faulty cache blocks into the first and 
second level cache, the percentage of the cache area with respect to the whole chip area and various 
manufacturing process parameters such as defect densities and the fault clustering parameter. To this 
end, a yield expression was derived for the case that the first level cache consists from a data and an 
instruction cache (split cache) while the second level is a unified cache. This organization is the most 
commonly used organization, but the yield expression can easily be modified for any other case. The 
second aim is to consider the increase of the cache average access time (performance degradation), due 
to the disabling of the faulty cache blocks, as a function of the number of the faulty cache blocks and 
their distribution into the first and the second level cache. During the manufacture testing of VLSI 
processors with on-chip cache, dies with up to Ri, and R, faulty blocks in the first level instruction and 
data cache respectively and R, faulty blocks in the second level cache will be accepted as good for 
yield enhancement. As we will see there are values of Rd. Ri” and Ru which increase slightly the yield, 
while degrade the processor performance significantly. The present work leads to the determination of 
the values of Ri”, Rd and R,, that offer good yield enhancement with small performance degradation. 
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2. Yield Enhancement 

We assume Poisson distribution for the defects, and we use the independence property of this 
distribution to calculate the yield for a fixed X vaiue. By averaging the result over all values of h, using 
the Gamma distribution function, we obtain the yield for the negative binomial model [S, 111. 

Suppose that the first level data and instruction cache consist of N, and Ni, blocks respectively and 
the second level cache consists of N, blocks. We accept chips that contain up to &, Ri,, R, not opera- 
tional blocks in the three caches mentioned above respectively. Then the yield (Y) of the CPU chip is : 
Y = Prob { chip operational } = 

= Prob ( at most Rd data cache blocks, Ri, instruction cache blocks, R, unified cache blocks are not 
operational and the rest chip is fault free ) 

We consider that the faults occurring in different modules are independent (as in the case that the 
faults follow the Poisson distribution }. Then : Y = Yd Yi,, Y, Y,, where 
Yd = Prob { at most Rd data cache blocks are not operational }, 
Yi, = Prob { at most Ri, instruction cache blocks are not operational }, 
Y, = Prob { at most R, unified cache blocks are not operational }and 
Y, = Prob { the processor and the rest support circuit is fault free ). 

Yd= 2 a,,,,, where a;.,,= Prob { exactly idata cache blocks are not operational }, 
r=o 

yi,= 2 a,,N., where a,.N,= Prob { exactly j instruction cache blocks are not operational } and 
,=* 

Y,= i a m.N., where a m,N. = Prob { exactly m unified cache blocks are not operational }. 

We note that in a cache there are exactly R not operational blocks, when s tags and q cache blocks, 
with s + q = R, are not operational. Making the assumption that the s tags and the q data blocks belong 
to different cache blocks (which inserts a very small error for small values of R), we get : 

ar.N,= 2 
El=0 

Prob { exactly s, tags and 9, =i - s, data cache blocks are not operational } = Tfi,, 
s,=o 

We have already assumed that the faults occurring in different modules are independent, thus we have: 
b,,,, = h,,g,,, where h,,= Prob { exactly s, tags of the tag part of the data cache are faulty } and 

gq = Prob { exactly 4, blocks of the data part of the data cache are faulty } 

In the same way we get: a,,Nm= GLF BS>,% r.=O 
= h,,gqz ami a,.~.=%?,,,, with B,,,,, = hs,gq,. 

r.=O 
In the case of the data part of a cache memory the identical modules are the blocks which usually 

consist of 8, 16 or 32 bytes. Because of &he large area of the block, with respect to the area of spot 
defects, we consider that a module may have any number of faults. Considering that the data part of a 

cache has N, blocks and using binomial distribution we get : g, 
N, 

= 
11 

y‘%-P’( 1 _ y)q, (1) 
qr 

where y is the yield of a single cache data block, that is, y = e-k and htbloc~ is the number of defects 

per block.By expanding (I- y)” into the binomial series y*’ and substituting in (1) we get 

The above relation for t =I, 2 and 3 gives the expressions of gq, , gq and gq WI=&, Nz=Nim N3=NJ. 
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In the case of the tag part of the cache memory the identical modules are the tags. Considering the 
area requirements of a tag, which are very small (in the order of the area occupied by a few static RAM 
cells), it is evident that the probability a single fault to affect more than one tags is greater than the 
probability a tag to contain any number, greater than one, of faults. In our analysis we consider that one 
fault affects one tag. Assuming Poisson distribution for the defects of the tag memory, we get : 

/I,, = e-q &&JS’/s,! 
The above relation for t = 1, 2 and 3 gives the expressions of 6,, , h, and h, 

Following Poisson distribution for the defects in the processor and the rest support circuits of the chip 
we have : Y, = 6”” where ?., is the number of defects in the processor and the rest support circuits. 

Combining the results of the above analysis we get : 

Y=YIYi”Y,Yi(~~;,~,X~nj.u.X$LI,*~e-~~=~ g g ai.Nda,.,,a,.,~“e-““= 

= 2 2 2 t t 2 Ps,4,Ps242Ps,q,e-b 
Id ,‘D m4 q=o IF0 IF0 

We next have to apply the compounding procedure [8, 111 in order to calculate the yield when 
clustering of faults is allowed. We should not however, perform seven separate compounding steps (for 
the six types of modules and the support circuits) since the clustering of faults in one type of circuits is 
not independent of the clustering in the other two. Therefore we must perform a single compounding 
step using the average number of faults in the complete chip, i.e. 
A= L + ha8.d +&,m+&, + N, &w + Nz &cecn + N, &m.. 
We consider as compounder the Gamma distribution function with two parameters ct and g : 

After the evaluation of the integral and combining the above equations we get : 

Note that in the above expression Q is me defect clustering parameter and 
x, = A, Dcx 9 ;t, = A, Dtq and ;2~ = &a* &au, where A and D stand for the area and the defect 
density in the corresponding parts of the chip. 

For applying the faulty block disabling technique an additional bit (availability bit) should be added 
for each block of the cache, whose value denotes whether the corresponding block is faulty or not. 

For the computation of the area occupied by the data and tag part of various cache organizations, we 
used the area model presented in [ 121. Since this model beyond the organizational parameters of the 
cache (size, block size, associativity), also takes into account several physical layout information, we 
used the access and cycle time model for on-chip caches presented in [13], for determining the layout 
parameters that lead to the optimal cache cycle time in any examined case. 

3. Performance Degradation 

For determining the performance degradation imposed by accepting chips with partially good on-chip 
cache, we firstly needed to determine the miss ratios of the on-chip caches for the non-faulty and the 
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faulty cases. To this end, we developed a cache simulator capable of handling two level of cache 
hierarchy as well as both inclusive and exclusive caching strategies for the second level [9]. In order to 
insert as little error as possible in our simulations, we use the BACH traces [15]. The trace length is 
adequate (well over 1,5*10* references) to exercise large second level caches with low miss ratios 
without the risk of inserting much error due to the cold start effect during simulation [16]. The miss 
ratios for on-chip caches with a number of disabled faulty blocks, are computed from the non-faulty 
cache miss ratios and the occurrence probability of each faulty combination [4]. 

Once the miss ratios and the cache cycle times (by the use of the model given in [13]) are determined 
for a particular cache organization and assuming that the machine cycle time equals the cycle time of the 
first level caches the results can be easily combined into execution time by the following formula : 
Execution Time = Number of instructions * cycle time of the frst level cache 
+ Number of hits in the second level cache * (Cycles required for the transfer of a block between 

second and first level caches + cycle time of the first level cache) 
+ Number of Misses in the second level cache * (Cycles required for the transfer of a block between 

off-chip memory and second level cache + cycles required for the transfer of a block between second 
and first level caches + cycle time of the first level cache). 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

Figure 1 presents some results of the application of the derived yield model. The fault clustering 
parameter was set equal to 2, in accordance with [14]. Each point in this figure has a label of the form 
a:b:c, where a, b and c stand for the number of faulty blocks in the first level data cache, the first level 
instruction cache and the second level unified cache respectively. Since we consider equal sized first 
level caches, pairs with values x:y:z and y:x:z lead to exactly the same result and are plotted only once. 
Only the combinations that offer the maximum yield enhancement and those that are significant with 
respect to performance degradation (as it will be discussed later) are presented. 

From fig. 1 we can see that the yield can be increased significantly by accepting as good, chips with 
small number of faulty blocks only in the second level cache. Tben from figure 2 we can see that the 
performance degradation is practically equal to zero. This was expected due to the large capacity and 
associativity of the second level cache. A tiu-ther increase of the yield can be achieved by accepting as 
good chips with faulty blocks also in the data cache of the tirst level. Then we have some performance 
degradation (fig. 2) which becomes even larger when we accept chips with faulty blocks also in the 
instruction cache. However in this case the maximum yield is achieved. 
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Level I : Split iosuuction and data direct-mapped caches of 8KB each. 
Level 2 : Unified cache 4-way set-associative, 64KB. 
Block size = 32 Bytes, for all caches. Defect density = 0.02imm’. 
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